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Tired of android games that impress it-is all and less challenging? Do you like games with war or war genres? Well, this is where you can find the best and most sophisticated war games, of course, fun to play on your favorite Android PHONE. Find a video this time aimed at military themed games and sum it up in 15 of
the best highly sophisticated war games on Android. War games that will be considered vary greatly with the types of army war games, robots and more. You can also play online or offline. What are state war games? 1. Clash of clans can be a lot familiar with this game, right? Clash of Clans is one of the best strategy
war games in the carisinyal version. In this game, players will be asked to create a clan. Well, you have to develop a clan to become a formidable and successful clan. You can hire several people to build clans, some of them also tasked with keeping clans safe from enemy attacks. Yes, in this game, the clans you create
can be attacked by other clans and initiate battles. Therefore, it is always necessary to train soldiers in certain parts. But, if your clan is tough enough, then you can attack other clans and seize territory. So, are you a defensive or attacking type? 2. Modern Combat 5 This attention-tight war game has proven to exist with
more than two million Android users downloading modern combat 5 games. With the number of 2 million downloaders, this Modern Combat 5 game does prove the uniqueness of the game. Modern Combat 5 is an FPS or First Person Shooter game featuring 8 different classes. Each player of modern combat game 5
can choose a class based on the wishes of their players. It is not enough to get there, each class has its own unique skills or skills. Want to know about a different uniqueness? Download here yuk. 3. War Robots War game nowadays is considered the most interesting to play. Moreover, if the game has only android hp, it
is easy to carry around everywhere and not too hard. As unique as Modern Combat 5, this War Robots game carries the theme of robots in war. War Robots has created 24 battles with different powers at each stage of the battle. Not only there, but even this game has 20 unique and different types of weapons, of course
you can choose your own. Players can also own and create their own clan, interested? Play the game right away by clicking here. 4. Lords Mobile Maybe some of you are familiar with this game. Yes, here you must be a leader in the war against other kingdoms. You have to prepare a strategy carefully, don't let your
soldiers die in war in vain. In addition to attacking other kingdoms, you should also be careful with the possibility of attack by other kingdoms. Therefore, defense in the work also should be carefully guarded, not be taken by surprise. Don't forget to form a combat formation so you can win. Interested in the game? You can
download it here. 5. FRONTLINE COMMANDO: D-DAY Back Again with an Army War game called FRONTLINE COMMANDO: D-DAY, a very fun game that may be the best choice game for you. This game will lead you to become a soldier to fight against enemies. Gamers will be thrown into enemy territory. Of course
you have to win the war and kill the enemies with the weapons that have been provided. If you play this game FRONTLINE COMMANDO: D-DAY, you will be brought in a very exciting sense of war action. What's more, you're in enemy territory. Ready to win? Prove it by playing the game here. 6. Brothers in Arms® 3
Acute experiences of fighting to become a soldier inside a World War II zone you can get by playing the game Brothers in Arms® 3. This war game has the uniqueness you deserve and deserve. Because, Brothers in Arms® 3 provides a map for a rather extensive game. There are 4 cards that you can use while playing.
In addition to the cards, another advantage you can get is the presence of two types of gameplay. First, you can play freely or for free for everyone, and the second gameplay, players can play it with a team or called Team Deathmatch. I wonder, isn't it? Download it here. 7. Grow the Empire: The Roman war is not only
about the destruction of opposing soldiers, but also the construction of high defenses so that we do not fail. In The Grow Empire: Rome, you can feel the thrill of modernizing buildings and leveling your soldiers while immersing yourself in roman warfare. Here you can watch ordinary villagers grow and develop into
soldiers ready to take their lives on the battlefield to defend the city. There are at least 1000 different updates that you can deploy on your way and you can also try to master 120 other cities. Download this game here and you are guaranteed to play it for hours. 8. Stick War: Legacy If the previous game tells the story of
the war between cartoons, then this unique game carries the concept of stick themes as objects and objects that fight against each other. What makes this game so unique and interesting is that the graphics or images provided are just a black stickman. Despite this, this game should not be underestimated. Because, this
game is a lot of fun and challenging for those who play it. You will with different missions. You will also be asked to build different units of needs as well. Want? Click here to download. 9. Cartoon war is not about an army of war games, robots, not a war between two kingdoms. Unlike others, this game has its own unique
side and one of the main events of cartoon war games. Yes, this game tells the story of the war between cartoons. Unique and very different from the usual, isn't it? The beginning of the story of this game is that the cartoons that have only black and white color riot and do not accept the treatment of the color of the
cartoon. Black-and-white cartoons fight and invite color cartoons to fight. Of course, here you will be a black and white cartoon party. Can you win their war? Prove it and play the game here. 10. WARSHIP BATTLE:3D World War II Is Back Again with a military game that takes on the theme of World War II. This game
will not make you a soldier or army to be thrown into the danger zone aka enemy territory. Here, the players will be tasked to win the war, relying on warships. It is these warships that will be your weapon to destroy opposing ships. The ship, provided by WARSHIP BATTLE:3D of World War II, was an individual warship
during World War II. You can also upgrade your own warship. If you are interested in getting the game here. 11. Gun Shoot War Developer WAWOO Studio will not lose by creating a military game against enemies with the participation of FPS (First-person shooter). This game is a pretty good quality graphics and
animation game on HP Android. Not only relying on the quality of graphics and animation, even Gun Shoot War claims that the game is capable of making its players feel like a military commander against enemies and complete missions. Do you want to, too? Click here to download the game. 12. Military Machines Well,
this time the war game comes by putting their players as tank controllers. Yes, the tanks themselves are a fairly popular tool of war. You here have to defeat every enemy tank by shooting at it, remember that this is a war against another country, so you have to take your country to victory. There are also many variants of
missions and tasks that every gamer has to face. You can earn coins as soon as you can knock out each enemy. With these coins, players can upgrade to more powerful tanks. If you're interested, let's play the game here. 13. World War II zombie Deadly virus attacks cities even around the world. All citizens become
zombies because they are infected with a strange virus. However, some residents also survived and were not infected wildfire virus. Well, you're one of the residents who survived the wildfire virus. Unfortunately, you are not yet in a safe zone and are still in the middle of a zombie-infested city ready to pounce on you at
any time. This is where you have to survive and seek reinforcements to save yourself. Can you survive the hungry zombies? Prove your toughness by playing World War II zombies here. 14. March of Empires: War of the Lords If the previous military game represented war in our time, the March of Empires: The War of
the Lords is ready to give a new color, representing the war in the Middle Ages. Yes, here you will be at war with classic weapons, not with the help of tanks or military aircraft. In the game you can also choose from 3 factions, Highland King, Northern King or Desert Sultan. You will be positioned as the leader of the
kingdom, where responsibility is in everything in the faction, especially in the conditions of war. Can you accept the kingdom as the winner of the war against other factions? 15. The world of Weapon Gameloft will never run out of ideas to make fun and fun games. This time they created a game that represents war in our
time. This is a world of weapons where you will fight to capture enemy territory with a wide range of modern weapons. Not only that, but even you are asked to always develop and update your base. Watch out for enemies who fight suddenly at your base! Download The World on Guns here. These are ten reviews of war
games that are fun, interesting, unique, and certainly challenging for you to play. Only with an Android smartphone, you can already enjoy this fun and fun game. What kind of military game do you think is the funniest? You? game perang dunia android offline. game perang dunia 2 android offline. game perang dunia ke 2
offline android. game perang dunia offline android terbaik. game strategi perang dunia android offline. game strategi perang dunia 2 android offline
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